ACT I
The ancient Greeks were the first to deduce the scale of the universe from simple observational data. The names of Aristarchus of S amos, who flourished in the 3rd century B.C., and Hipparchus, whose efforts were centered on Rhodes around 135 B.C., are associated with this effort. Three data were involved: the angular size of the Sun and Moon, the angle between the Sun and Moon when the Moon appears exactly half illuminated, and the angular size of the Earth's shadow at the distance of the Moon, based on observations of total lunar eclipses.
Let us consider first the information available from a lunar eclipse. If the Earth and Moon were twin bodies like the Moon, the Earth's shadow moving across the Moon at the time of eclipse would be just perceptible to the naked eye (as may be compared with the size of the Moon's shadow during a solar eclipse); observers on Earth could thus deduce that from the Moon, the Earth would subtend about the same arc as the Sun, namely, half a degree. If the Earth had a diameter twice that of the Moon, its shadow would exactly cover the Moon, and the total eclipse would last for just a few moments. From the Moon, the Earth would subtend a degree. In fact, the Greeks observed that the shadow was nearly three times the size of the Moon, which meant that from the Moon, the Earth's angle was approximately 2°, or that the Moon was about 60 Earth-radii (Rq) away. This relatively accurate determination acted as the first step of the distance ladder for nearly two thousand years (Dreyer 1906) .
The second datum, the angle between the Sun and Moon at the time of lunar dichotomy, was far more treacherous, because a small error made a huge difference in evaluating the relative distance of the Sun and Moon. As a convenient hypothesis, Aristarchus in his On the Sizes and Distances of the Sun and Moon (c. 270 B.C.) assumed that when the Moon appears to us halved, its distance from the Sun is less than a quadrant by 1/30 of a quadrant. In other words, he got 87° whereas the correct measurement is only 10 7 shy of a right angle. Thus his result, that the Sun was 19 times farther away than the Moon, was out by about a factor of 20. It is fairly plain that Aristarchus was more interested in the geometrical method than in the numerical result, for he also hypothesized that the Moon subtends 1/15 of a sign of the zodiac, that is, 2°. Rather simple pinhole projection shows that this number, perhaps arbitrarily chosen for didactic purposes, is four times too large.
Archimedes in his Sand Reckoner (c. 270 B.C.), reports on another speculation by the Samian, by now well known. Aristarchus is said to have made graphai "consisting of certain hypotheses wherein it appears that the universe is many times greater than the Universe just mentioned. His hypotheses are that the fixed stars and Sun remain unmoved, that the Earth revolves about the Sun in the circumference of a circle, the Sun lying in the middle of the orbit, and that the sphere of fixed stars, situated about the same center as the Sun, is so great that the circle in which he supposes the Earth to revolve bears such a proportion to the distance of the fixed stars as the center of a sphere to its surface."
This single passage is the primary witness from antiquity attesting that Aristarchus had proposed a heliocentric cosmology. Were these graphai a now-lost book on the subject? Or were they graphs on the tablecloth in an ancient Alexandrian cafe where Aristarchus and Archimedes may have met? (Gingerich 1983) . In any event, the passage implies that Aristarchus' heliocentric cosmology required a very large frame to conceal the effect of the Earth's annual motion. (I shall return to this point in the next section.)
For better or worse, the idea that the Sun was about 19 X60=1140 R® distant carried a lot of weight, so that when Ptolemy in his Almagest (c. 150) worked out the solar and lunar parallax by other methods, he got about the same result, 1210 R e . This no doubt reñects the well-known conservatism of scientists, that despite rhetoric to the contrary, in general most of us do not want to get numerical answers too radically different from what tradition holds.
There was, however, another quite compelling reason for Ptolemy to hold to this number. Suppose that he wanted to stack up the celestial spheres, first those of the Moon and its epicycle, then the sphere for Mercury with its eccentric orbit and epicycle, placed just so that it could never collide with the Moon's machinery, but without any wasted space, then for Venus with its gigantic epicycle, and finally just outside this, the sphere for the Sun. Lo and behold! Starting with 64 Κ Θ for the Moon's greatest distance, the Sun arrives at 1210 Κ Θ . With small variations on these numbers, the computation held throughout the Islamic period and into the Western Renaissance. Even Copernicus (1543, Bk. IV, Ch. 21) felt compelled to place the Sun at 1142 R & , although his system was no longer a closely stacked, plenum universe.
Space prevents me from dissecting these measurements more closely, but an excellent account is given by Van Helden (1985) . Let me simply pause to announce the first moral:
Just because it's consistent doesn't mean it's right! 2. ACT Π When Nicolaus Copernicus proposed his heliocentric theory, he knew that objections could be raised because of the lack of an observed annual parallactic motion of the stars, which would be caused by the motion of the Earth. Copernicus pointed out that his system actually explained, for the first time, why the annual retrograde motion of Jupiter was smaller than that of Mars (which orbited closer to the Earth), and why the retrograde motion of Saturn was less than that of Jupiter. The stars' annual motions were still less, imperceptible, because they were so far away. "So vast, without any question, is the Divine handiwork of the almighty Creator," he declared at the end of his stirring cosmological chapter (Copernicus, 1543, Bk. I, Ch. 10) . Curiously enough, seven decades later this sentence was chosen for censorship by the Inquisition when De revolutionibus was placed on the Index of Prohibited Books. The Dominicans thought his rhetorical flourish had too much of a whiff of reality for a scheme they believed was only hypothetical (Gingerich 1971) .
Copernicus, like Aristarchus before him, had conceived of a starry sphere large enough to conceal any annual parallactic motion. Interestingly, Copernicus' actual planetary system was smaller than Ptolemy's, because of the economic centering of all the planetary spheres on the Sun. Thus, while the mean Earth-Saturn distance in Ptolemy's scheme was 17,026 /? φ . Copernicus found the mean Sun-Saturn distance to be only 10,477 R® . But how big was Copernicus' starry sphere? He is never specific about this, but if an astronomer could measure a parallax as small as 1' by naked eye, and if Saturn's effective retrogression is 12°, then Copernicus would have required the stars to lie beyond 3600 A.U. or about 4,000,000 . Copernicus placed all the stars at the same distance on the surface of the starry sphere; like most medie vals he assumed that paradise lay immediately beyond. As is now well known, Thomas Digges (1576) was the first to show the stars spread out through space, in a translation of the short cosmological part of Copernicus' De revolutionibus appended to his father's perpetual almanac. As many as 10,000 copies of this popular English almanac may have been printed in various editions but today fewer than 40 copies survive with the famous Copemican diagram. How did Digges cope with the divine geography of heaven? He labels his stars, "This orbe of starres fixed (i.e., fixed stars) infinitely up extendeth hit self in altitude sphericallye, and therefore immovable, the pallace of foelicitye garnished with perpetual shininge glorious lightes innumerable, farr excellinge our sonne both in quantitye and qualitye, the very court of coelestial angelíes, devoid of greefe and replenished with perfite endlesse joye, the habitacle for the elect."
Two generations after Copernicus, Tycho Brahe thought he could see the angular diameters of the brightest stars, around 2' (Thoren 1990, pp. 304-306) , actually a reasonable measure of the confusion disk of a point source as focussed in the eye. Granted this angular measure, a star at 3600 A.U. would be the same size as the Earth's annual orbit. Tycho believed that such an extravagant size was absurd and that it constituted an argument against the heliocentric cosmology but in favor of his geocentric scheme in which the stars would be much nearer the Earth (Brahe 1601, p. 548; Dreyer 1913-29, Vol. ΠΙ, p. 63) . In this context Galileo's observation that stars were not magnified by his telescope is especially significant (Galilei 1610; 1989, p. 57) . He wrote, 4 4 when the stars are observed with the naked eye, they do not show themselves according to their simple and, so to speak, naked size, but rather surrounded by a certain brightness and crowned by twinkling rays." His observation completely undermined Tycho's argument.
Six decades after De revolutionibus was placed on the Index, most leading scientists accepted the Copemican system as the real arrangement of the planets, but the lack of any observed stellar parallax became ever more vexing. In 1674 the demonstrator of the Royal Society, Robert Hooke (1674, p. 7), wrote, "This grand objection of the Anticopemicans, which to most men seem'd so plausible, that it was in vain to oppose it, though, I say, kept me from declaring absolutely for the Copemican Hypothesis, yet I never found any absurdity or impossibility that followed thereupon: And I alwayes suspected that though some great Astronomers had asserted that there was no Parallax to be found by their observations, though made with great accurateness, there might yet be a possibility that they might be mistaken ..."
Hooke embarked on what was probably the first major experimental setup designed for a single, specific goal, namely, a zenith telescope running up through two floors of his house toward the star Gamma Draconis, designed to detect the annual parallax of that star (Hoskin 1982) . After describing his instrument and observations, Hooke added some interesting reflections:
' 'Before I leave this Discourse, I must not forget to take notice of some things which are very remarkable in the last observation First, that about 17 minutes after three a-clock, the Sun being then a good way above the Horizon, and shining very clear into the Room where I lay to observe, and having nothing to screen off the rays of light, either in the Room where I was, or in the next Room through which I looked, I observed the bright Star in the Dragons head to pass by the zenith as distinctly and clearly as if the Sun had been set " (p. 25). Saying that there was a great tradition of seeing stars during the daytime from a great well or mine, Hooke went on to argue against that idea, but then he commented on the ob-served apparent size of the star: 'The smalness of this body thus discovered does very fully answer a grand objection alledged by divers great Anti-copemicans with great vehemency... who would fain make the apparent Diameters of Stars so big, as that the body of the Star should contain the great Orb many times, which would indeed swell the Stars to a magnitude vastly bigger then the Sun, thereby hoping to make it seem so improbable, as to be rejected by all parties." After making this objection explicit, Hooke went on to demolish it with his observation that the angular diameter of a star must be 4 'considerably smaller than a Second." With a mere quartet of observations, Hooke believed he had achieved his goal of finding stellar parallax! His result, 30", is three orders of magnitude too large.
Meanwhile, just a few years earlier, James Gregory (1668) had proposed a very different approach: photometry. He compared the light of Sinus to that of Jupiter, and assuming that Jupiter reflected all the light that fell upon it and that Sirius had the same intrinsic brightness as the Sun, was able to use the inverse square law of light diminution to put Sirius at 83,190 times the Sun's distance. He carefully pointed out that with more accurate measurements the distance would be greater, and these Isaac Newton (1728) soon used, though his result was published only posthumously. But even Gregory's defective numbers gave a far better photometric estimate of stellar distances than Hooke's ingenious but over-optimistic geometrical procedure.
Perhaps the most famous early use of the ' 'faintness means famess" method was given by Christiaan Huygens in his Cosmotheros or The Celestial Worlds Discover'd (1698). Huygens describes how he reduced incident sunlight geometrically until the image matched his memory of the brightness of Sirius. In this way he got a ratio of 27,664 times the Sun's distance. "And what an incredible distance that is," he exclaims.
' 'For if 25 years are required for a bullet out of a Cannon, with its utmost Swiftness, to travel from the Sun to us; then by multiplying the number 27,664 into 25, we shall find that such a Bullet would spend almost seven hundred thousand years in its Journey between us and the nearest of the fix'd Stars. And yet when in a clear night we look upon them, we cannot think them above some few miles over our heads. What I have here enquir'd into, is concerning the nearest of them. And what a prodigious number must there be besides of those which are placed so deep in the vast spaces of Heaven, as to be as remote from these as these are from the Sun! For if with our bare Eye we can observe above a thousand, and with a Telescope can discover ten or twenty times as many; what bounds of number must we set to those which are out of reach even of these Assistances! especially if we consider the infinite Power of God. Really, when I have bin reflecting thus with my self, methoughts all our Arithmetick was nothing, and we are vers'd but in the very Rudiments of Numbers, in comparison of this great Sum." Though Huygens (like Ptolemy in his estimate of the Sun's distance) was off by a factor of 20, by the second half of the 18th century astronomers had neatly bracketed the distance of Sirius (long before the determination of stellar parallax). This brings me to my second moral, closely related to the vast majority of modem cosmological distance measures:
"Faintness means farness" is a very powerful tool.
ACT ΠΙ
In the hands of William Herschel, and then a century later with Jacobus Cornelius Kapteyn, the photometric principle became a powerful statistical tool for probing the threedimensional structure of the Milky Way (see Paul 1993) . Its application to specific types of stars in the first quarter of this century brought a giant leap in the scale of the Universe. This was begun in great style by Harlow Shapley, with his courageous, and in retrospect rather shaky, calibration of Henrietta Leavitt's period-luminosity relation for cepheid variables. As a graduate student with Henry Norris Russell, he had single-handedly increased the number of eclipsing binary orbits by an order of magnitude, and he was in a position to know very well that the cepheids had to be intrinsic variables and not just geometric accidents the way eclipsing variables are. Applying his calibrated cepheid relation to the variables in globular clusters, essentially a brilliant use of "faintness means famess," he was in 1918 able to define a vast sidereal system centered far from the Sun in the direction of Sagittarius.
Walter Baade (1963) once declared, "I have always admired the way in which Shapley finished up this whole problem in a very short time, ending up with a picture of the Galaxy that just about smashed up all the old school's ideas about galactic dimensions It was a very exciting time, for these distances seemed to be fantastically large and the 'old boys' did not take them sitting down."
We normally think of Shapley's pioneering work at Mt. Wilson Observatory as delineating the scale of the Milky Way without any quantitative concem for the spiral nebula. It may therefore be a surprise to learn that in 1917 he proposed in the PASP, on the basis of observed novae, that M31, the Andromeda nebula, was at least a million light years away (Shapley 1917) . What happened? Why did he retreat so quickly from his published opinion? A concatenation of conflicting observations came into play. First, there were the measurements of the proper motions of knots in the arms of spiral nebulae by Adriaan van Maanen that seemed to show that these pinwheels were rotating, and these rotations were incompatible with multimillion light-year distances. Second, and perhaps more important, by the following year, Shapley (1918) had recognized the immense distance to the center of the sphere of globular clusters. Though he could not see the extent of the Milky Way, he speculated that our galaxy must be a vast assemblage of stellar systems, a whole flock of Kapteyn universes lying in a plane that intersected the halo of globular clusters. In fact, for a variety of reasons including his assumption that interstellar space was not afflicted with absorption, Shapley had overestimated the size of the Milky Way by a factor of three, whereas the earlier deduction of the distance to M31 was low by a factor of two. This meant that M31 was nothing like the complex "supergalaxy" that he pictured as our own Milky Way system (Shapley 1930 Lecture of 1935.) Besides, the distribution pattern of spirals seemed clearly related to the structure of our own Milky Way-after all, they avoided the Milky Way plane and were concentrated at the poles of the galactic coordinate system. And, to cap off this picture, there was S Andromedae, the nova that had reached naked-eye visibility in M31 in 1885. Applying ' 'faintness means famess" to that event, and of course assuming it was an ordinary nova, Shapley felt he was on good grounds rejecting the spirals as island universes. And for that view he argued 76 years ago in this room (the auditorium of the National Museum of Natural History) in round one of the famous debate with Heber D. Curtis on the scale of the Universe (Shapley 1921) .
Is there a moral here? Shapley did not have a clue then about Supernovae, interstellar absorption, or the distinction between Population I and Population Π cepheids, though he lived long enough to see them all enter astronomical consciousness. The moral, with its warning to today's debaters, I draw from Shakespeare:
There are more things in heaven and earth than are dreamt of in your philosophy.
ACT IV
In the annals of modem science, the publication date, or the date of presentation to some august body, is generally used to set priorities and time tables for significant discoveries. Thus we hear of the dramatic arrangements for Charles Darwin to present his findings at the same meeting of the Linnean Society where Alfred Kussel Wallace's paper on evolution was read, and we shiver with excitement at the story of how Norman Lockyer's idea of observing solar prominences outside of eclipse reached the secretary of the French Academy of Sciences within minutes of the report of its independent discovery by Jules Janssen. Consequently, we tend to date Hubble's great discovery of cepheids in M31 to 1925, to his formal announcement, in absentia, in Washington at the joint meeting of the AAS and the AAAS on New Year's Day of that year. As Allan Sandage (1961, pp. 4-5) put it in the introduction to The Hubble Atlas of Galaxies, 4 'The announcement of Hubble's discovery was dramatic ... When Hubble's paper had been read, the entire Society knew that the debate had come to an end, that the island-universe concept of the distribution of matter in space had been proved, and that an era of enlightenment in cosmology had begun." But, as Richard Berendzen and Michael Hoskin (1971) have written, any account of an instantaneous, overnight resolution of a controversy arouses the suspicion of the historian. Actually, Hubble had disclosed his discovery to Shapley almost a year earlier. The wide, early circulation of the discovery is demonstrated by the fact that a few weeks before the meeting Henry Norris Russell had specifically sent his congratulations to Hubble, saying he had heard the news from James Jeans (Smith 1982, p. 120) . Russell urged Hubble to submit a paper to the meeting in order to capture the $1000 prize being offered for the best AAAS paper.
To Hubble, Joel Stebbins wrote the following informal account of the meeting:
'On the first evening of the meeting, I happened to take dinner with Russell who had arrived rather late, and one of the first things he enquired about was whether you had sent in any contribution. On my answering no, he then said, 'Well, he is an ass. With a perfectly good thousand dollars available he refuses to take it.' These remarks led to some discussion, and afterwards in a group in the hotel lobby we drafted a telegram urging you to send by night letter the principal results which Russell and Shapley could make up into a paper. After this message was drafted, Russell and I started to go over to the telegraph office to send it, but on the way we stopped at the desk and put it on a regular blank. Just as we were leaving, Russell's eye caught beyond him on the floor a large envelope addressed to himself, and at the same time I spied your name in the upper left comer. The clerk gave us the material, and we walked back to the group in the lobby saying that we had got quick service, and that the paper was on hand. At the time, the coincidence seemed a miracle" (Berendzen and Hoskin 1971 ). Hubble's paper succeeded in winning half the prize for the best paper, having tied with another; it announced the distance to M31 and M33 as 285,000 parsecs or 930,000 light years (Hubble 1925a) . Details followed in a series of articles in the Astrophysical Journal for NGC 6822 (1925b) and for M33 (1926) . Not until 1929 did he publish his definitive and well-illustrated paper on M31, with a revised distance of 275,000 parsecs or 900,000 light years. Like Shapley's estimate of the size of the Milky Way, Hubble's distance to M31 was considerably off the mark, and partly for the same reason, the erroneous calibration of the cepheid period-luminosity relation. But that is another story.
Shapley's reaction to the news from Hubble, received early in 1923, is curious. He wrote, "Your letter telling of the crop of novae and of the two variable stars in the direction of the Andromeda nebula is the most entertaining piece of literature I have seen in a long time." He doesn't write, "in the Andromeda nebula," but "in the direction of the Andromeda nebula." Is Shapley being witty, as he often was, or is he saying, "Beware!" I tend to accept the former, but I'm not sure, and if indeed he was worrying about a coincidence, then I go to Einstein for my fourth and final moral:
The Almighty is subtle, but not malicious.
